


Sleep is one of the most critical and challenging pieces of the recovery puzzle
and its important role in fat loss cannot be overstated. Getting seven to nine
hours of sleep per night has been found to be optimal for most people; it helps
improve recovery and balances hormones, mood, and energy levels. I encourage
you to view sleep as your body’s “reset” process.

Have you ever noticed that when you are tired, your cravings for carbohydrates
and sweets skyrocket? That isn’t a coincidence. When you’re in a sleep deficit,
your body wants quick-digesting sources of energy, and it wants that energy
now. Lack of sleep also interferes with willpower, meaning that you will likely
take the path of least resistance. (That path often leads directly to sugary treats
and highly processed carbohydrates.) 

Simply put, a lack of sleep—even as little as one night of poor quality or quantity
of sleep—can seriously impair your ability to make choices that are conducive to
your fat loss goals. In addition to interfering with your diet, not getting enough
restful sleep also affects your mood, hormones, stress levels, energy, your ability
to train hard and recover well, and so much more. If you’re frequently getting
less than seven hours of sleep per night, there is a good chance it could be
hindering your progress.
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Sleep 7-9hrs/night - Not just 7 hrs in bed, but 7-9 hrs of SLEEP. Practice
going to bed at the same time every night, ideally at an hour that will help
you get a minimum of seven hours of sleep. If you need a reminder to start
winding down for bed, set an alarm to go off one hour before your desired
bedtime and again fifteen minutes before bedtime.

 Have a “Wind down” - Allow yourself 30 to 60 minutes to relax before going
to bed. This may include writing in a journal or jotting down the next day’s
to-do list. Doing a “brain dump” can help quiet your thoughts and keep your
mind from spinning while you’re trying to fall asleep.

Avoid using screens - Smartphones, laptops or eReaders off, a minimum 1hr
before bed. 

 Stop Eating - 2-3hrs prior to bedtime if you are struggling to sleep. Let your
body digest food while you are up and awake rather than going to sleep on a
full tummy which can affect the quality of your sleep. 

 Pitch Black - Sleeping in a batcave is wonderful for sleep! Blackout curtains
have been one of my best investments.

Cold Room - The cooler your room the better nights sleep you will get.
Sleeping in a colder room can improve your sleep quality. This is because our
body temperature naturally drops at night as a way to conserve energy.
Sleeping in a colder room will help you drop to that level faster, which will
help you fall asleep (and stay that way) quicker.

Use the tips below to ensure you’re not only getting enough sleep, but also that
it is high-quality sleep:
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Get into a routine - Going to bed and getting up at regular times, yes, even
at the weekend – can help your body’s internal clock to get used to a set
routine. Pick a schedule that works for you and stick to it as it will help to
regulate your body clock. 

Avoid caffeine and alcohol - avoid consuming anything containing caffeine –
including tea, coffee, energy drinks and Coke – for 4–6 hours before going to
bed. About half the caffeine you take in at 7pm will still be in your system at
11pm. Drinking alcohol before going to bed may help you to get to sleep at
first, but it has a negative effect on the quality of sleep you get. Avoid
drinking it just before going to bed.

Exercise time - Exercise in the morning or afternoon instead of late at night.

Mobile phones - Charge your mobile phone, tablet, or laptop outside the
bedroom or keep them on airplane mode. Many devices emit light even
when they’re off, and you may be tempted to check them at night if you
keep them near your bed.
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